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Snails, once relegated to a curiosity dish in French restaurants, have busted out of their shells and are

being served in sausage, ravioli, curry, goulash and even caviar. At least that's what you'll find at the

Vienna Schnecken Festival.

Thanks to one man, Andreas Gugumuck, Vienna is experiencing a renaissance of snail production and

preparation, revisiting a century-old tradition of supplying Europe with snails.
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Andreas Gugumuck at his snail farm in Vienna. Michaela Urban

Ten years ago, Gugumuck quit his office job, took over his
grandmother's 400-year-old farm, and started raising and breeding
these curious little slow-moving creatures.



The tradition of snails as food goes all the way back to the Romans. Snail recipes are found in the writings

of legendary Roman gourmet Marcus Gavius Apicius, who lived during the reign of Tiberius in the first

century. It was roughly around this time that Romans brought snails to Europe, and by the 18th century

Vienna had become a major snail center, exporting snails to much of the continent.

The popularity of snails has waxed and waned over the years, falling precipitously in the 21st century, but

Gugumuck has brought it back. This escargot entrepreneur holds two snail festivals a year in Vienna, one

in the fall and one in Lent (snails have long been a favorite Lent food for monks, as they are not

considered meat).
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During these festivals, restaurants across Vienna prepare various interpretations of the snail and

generally celebrate this simple delicacy. However, the real signature event happens at Gugumuck's farm

on the outskirts of the city, where he invites Vienna's top chefs to prepare an eight- to 10-course meal

making everything imaginable out of snails.



Escargot la bourguignonne served at Zum Schwarzen Kameel (Black Camel) in Vienna. Michaela Urban

It's a regular party with live music, top DJs and wine from one of Austria's top wineries, Wieninger. This

year's menu includes such delicacies as snail caviar; snail sausage; sour cream and snail livers; plum and

snail soup; snail onion tramezzino with melon, herbs and olives; lemon snail beuschel; and snail au

gratin. Yum!

If you think snails are only a garden pest, think again. This humble little creature is finding its place once

again among the world's haute cuisine. So, next time you see one of these shelled beauties munching your

romaine, don't think "pest," think lunch!

Eric Vohr and Michaela Urban have a travel website at travelintense.com.
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Gugumuck Wiener Schnecken Manufaktur: www.gugumuck.com

Vienna Snail Festival: wien.info/en/shopping -wining-dining/restaurants/vienna-escargot-festival

Wieninger Winery: winger.at/en
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